COVERSHEET CHECKPOINTS (July 26, 1995) – PAGE 1

CK1. LANGUAGE
(Q179) LANGUAGE USED FOR THE INTERVIEW

ENGLISH
SPANISH

CK2. SAMPLE ID
(Q180) SAMPLE ID CONFIRMATION

ENTER THE EIGHT-DIGIT SAMPLE ID FROM THE COVERSHEET LABEL

CK3. INTERVIEWER ID

CK4. PROXY TYPE
(Q183) MARK WHICH IS TRUE FOR R

C1 R IS GIVING HIS/HER OWN INTERVIEW [USES PRELOAD]
C3 PROXY--R DECEASED--R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER IS GIVING THE INTERVIEW AS A PROXY
[USES PRELOAD]
C4 PROXY--R DECEASED--SOMEONE OTHER THAN R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER IS GIVING THE
INTERVIEW AS A PROXY [NO PRELOAD DATA USED]
C5 PROXY--R NOT DECEASED--SAME W1 PROXY OR W1 R AGREED TO HAVE
SPOUSE/PARTNER PROXY FOR W2 [USES PRELOAD]
C6 PROXY--R NOT DECEASED--NO W1 INTERVIEW TAKEN WITH R OR DIFFERENT REPORTER
FOR W1 [NO PRELOAD DATA USED]

CK5. R1/R2 DIED?
(Q184) HAS EITHER R OR R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER DIED?
(SEE COVERSHEET W1 HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN E.)

C1 YES [THIS CODE WAS USED IN PLACE OF C2-C4 PRIOR TO THE DESIGN OF PROXY
INTERVIEWS FOR DECEASED RS.]
C2 YES, AND R'S DEATH WAS SINCE JAN 1, 1993
C3 YES, AND R'S DEATH WAS BEFORE JAN 1, 1993
C4 YES, BUT R IS STILL LIVING
C5 NO, NEITHER HAS DIED SINCE W1

BRANCHPOINT: IF NEITHER R NOR R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS DIED (CK5≠5), GO TO CK7.

CK6. ANYONE MOVED IN/OUT?
(Q185) HAS ANYONE MOVED OUT OF OR INTO THE HU SINCE WAVE I?
(SEE COVERSHEET HU LISTING, COLUMN E.)

C1 YES
C5 NO

CK7. W2 RESPONDENT TYPE
(Q187) WHICH R ARE YOU INTERVIEWING?
(SEE COVERSHEET HU LISTING, COLUMN G.)

C1 R1
C5 R2
BRANCHPOINT: IF R HAD NO SPOUSE/PARTNER IN W1 (Q22 DOESN'T EQUAL 1, 2, 7, 8), GO TO BRANCHPOINT BEFORE CK9.

CK8. IS W1 SPOUSE STILL IN HOUSEHOLD?
(Q200) IS R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER STILL IN R'S HOUSEHOLD?
(SEE COVERSHEET W1 HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN E.)

C1 YES
C5 NO

BRANCHPOINT: IF R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER STILL WITH R (CK8=1) AND CK3=6, GO TO CK11.
IF R'S W1 SPOUSE/PARTNER STILL WITH R (CK8=1) AND CK3≠6, GO TO CK15.

CK9. HAS A NEW SPOUSE MOVED IN?
(Q188) HAS A NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER MOVED IN SINCE W1?
(SEE COVERSHEET OTHER W2 HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN A.)

C1 YES
C5 NO

BRANCHPOINT: IF NO NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS MOVED IN (CK9=5) AND CK3≠6, SET CK10=5 AND GO TO CK15.

CK10. IS THIS R A NEW SPOUSE?
(Q186) IS THE R YOU ARE INTERVIEWING LISTED AS A NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER IN THE OTHER W2 HU MEMBERS BOX ON THE COVERSHEET?

C1 YES
C5 NO

CK11. (Q171) IF CK3=6, THEN ANSWER THIS:
FOR PROXY:
ENTER MONTH OF W1 INTERVIEW DATE OF R.

OTHERWISE ANSWER THIS:
FOR NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER:
ENTER MONTH OF W1 INTERVIEW DATE OF R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER HERE.
(SEE LABELS ON PAGE 1 OF COVERSHEET.)
CK12.  
(Q172) IF CK3=6, THEN ANSWER THIS:
FOR PROXY:
ENTER YEAR OF W1 INTERVIEW DATE OF R.

OTHERWISE ANSWER THIS:
FOR NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER:
ENTER YEAR OF W1 INTERVIEW DATE OF R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER HERE.
(SEE LABELS ON PAGE 1 OF COVERSHEET.)

CK13.  
(Q173) IF CK3=6, THEN ANSWER THIS:
FOR PROXY:
ENTER R'S AGE
(SEE COVERSHEET HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN D.)

OTHERWISE, ANSWER THIS:
FOR NEW SPOUSE:
ENTER R'S CURRENT AGE HERE.
(SEE COVERSHEET OTHER W2 HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN D.)

CK14.  
(Q199) IF CK3=6, THEN ANSWER THIS:
FOR PROXY:
IS R FEMALE/MALE? EDIT TO CORRECT.
(SEE COVERSHEET HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN C.)

OTHERWISE, ANSWER THIS:
FOR NEW SPOUSE:
IS R FEMALE/MALE? EDIT TO CORRECT.
(SEE COVERSHEET OTHER W2 HU LISTING BOX, COLUMN C.)

C1  MALE
C2  FEMALE

CK15.  ANYONE AGE 15 OR OLDER IN HH?
(Q202) BESIDES R1 OR R2, IS THERE ANYONE IN THE HOUSEHOLD AGED 15 OR OLDER?
(SEE COVERSHEET HU LISTING BOX.)

C1  YES
C5  NO

CK16.  IS RESIDENCE DIFFERENT?
(Q201) IS THE HOUSEHOLD'S RESIDENCE DIFFERENT FROM W1?
(SEE COVERSHEET, PAGE 1, ITEM 5.)

C1  YES
C5  NO